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Supply Chain Tip Sheet Regarding Driver Inc.
Driver Inc. is a tax evasion practice whereby truck drivers, who would normally be considered employees under most tests for
independence, are purposefully misclassified. This allows the carrier to avoid paying payroll taxes such as the employer portion for
Employment Insurance (EI) and the Canada Pension Plan (CPP). It is also often used to shed Workers’ Compensation costs (WSIB
premiums). In turn, this practice also allows drivers to claim tax breaks they are not otherwise entitled to, or in some cases to simply not
file taxes at all. Conservatively, it is estimated Driver Inc. is costing Ottawa over $1 billion in lost tax revenues every year.
Supply chain members doing business with so-called Driver Inc. carriers could be put in a precarious position should these carriers and/
or their drivers be caught by CRA or if a driver is injured while performing work for them. Preliminary research already shows a negative
correlation between safety and Driver Inc. companies. To help protect yourself, all members of the supply chain are encouraged to
determine if their carriers are involved in the Driver Inc. practice or other noncompliant activities. While the indicators below are not silver
bullets, they could help you in performing your due diligence.
Talk with your carrier about their labour practices. Ask them how they pay their drivers and if they use ‘incorporated drivers’ who
operate the carrier’s equipment?
•

‘Ownership of tools’ – in this case a truck – is a key component of the WSIB’s, ESDC’s, and CRA’s test for independence. True owneroperators (independent contractors) will own or lease their truck while incorporated drivers that do not have a financial stake in their
‘tools of the trade’ will likely be considered employees by regulatory authorities.

Ask the carrier if they are making all appropriate source deductions and if they are remitting their share?
•

If the company does not have true owner-operators, ask if they are holding and remitting income tax on behalf of their employees?
Are they also paying the employer portion of CPP and EI? Companies not meeting these requirements for their employees are
committing serious offences.

If you can find advertisements for the carrier online (on their website, postings on job boards, etc.), have a look at their pay
packages for drivers.
•

If the job is a seemingly normal driving position, but indicates that the employer pay “+HST” or they “pay to corporations”, this is
a signal the carrier may be a Driver Inc. company.

When drivers who would normally be considered employees incorporate and participate in Driver Inc., there is a chance the
company is not paying the driver’s WSIB premiums as well.
•

This means when your firm utilizes these drivers and/ or they are on your property, you might be putting yourself in a precarious
position. It is also not unusual for Driver Inc. companies to register a very small percentage of their drivers in order to produce a
clearance certificate. To limit your liability exposure, it is good practice to ensure your carriers have coverage for all of their workers.

If the company has incorporated drivers, ask if they issue each driver a T4A for tax purposes.
•

They should be doing this if their drivers are incorporated and operating as personal services businesses (PSBs). And don’t forget –
even if this is being done, if these are Driver Inc. drivers, and not true owner-operators – the carrier may still be in violation of labour
laws.

Other questions you might want to ask
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Have you ever had a WSIB audit? If so, what was the outcome?
What is your WSIB certificate number?
How much did you pay in WSIB premiums last year?
Please provide proof your Employer Health Tax (EHT) remittances were paid last year.
For how many employees were the EHT remittance for?
How many company trucks do you have? And what is your total T4 payroll expense?
How many CVORs do you operate and what are the numbers?
Do you use owner-operators? If so, do they pass the CRA, ESDC, and WSIB tests for independence?

This tip-sheet is intended for educational purposes and to assist the supply chain with preforming their due-diligence when dealing with their carriers. For more information on
Driver Inc. contact driver_inc@cantruck.ca

